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During July and August 2019, an online survey was conducted by Millennium Consulting which asked international 

insurance companies questions about their IFRS 17 compliance programs.   

 

Participants. Participants included Finance Directors, Chief Actuaries, IT Directors and Senior Risk Managers. 

 

Participating regions. A large response was received from insurers in the following countries: UK, Netherlands,      

Germany, Ireland, Switzerland, Morocco, Mexico, Hong Kong, China, Thailand, Taiwan and Australia.  

 

Significant outcomes 

• As expected, IFRS 17 compliance was identified as being primarily the responsibility of the Finance department 

although 47% of the responses suggested that it was a joint Finance, Actuarial, IT, Risk and Underwriting               

responsibility. 

• Compliance is managed centrally by almost 70% of the participants with only 28% having autonomy to         

implement their own local solutions.        

• 9% of respondents indicated that pure IFRS 17 compliance was their primary goal whilst 36% stated it was a            

catalyst for a broader Finance Transformation program.   

• 31% of the respondents reported that their IFRS 17 implementations were underway whereas 39% were still   

working on the detailed design. 

• Confidence in achieving IFRS 17 compliance within the current time scales is high with only 9% suggesting it 

would not be possible. 

• SAS was identified as the most popular technology for CSM calculation with 17% of the respondents having       

selected it. 

• The primary area of concern relates to data with 20% identifying data integration as of greatest concern. 

• IFRS 17 related skill shortages were primarily accounting, actuarial and vendor specific technical knowledge 

although data management was also identified as an area for which skills were in short supply. 

• Project budgets varied considerably with only 7% spending over £100m whereas 27% reported that they would 

spend less than £5m. 

• 64% of participants indicated they expected to achieve compliance in accordance with their planned     

budgets. 

 

In summary, insurers appear confident they will achieve IFRS 17 compliance in line with budget and timelines  

however, data management poses a significant challenge.  

 

The full report will be available online by Friday 4th October 2019 so please refer to the Millennium website for    

further information. 

     

IFRS17 PROGRAM UPDATE SURVEY 
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It cannot have escaped anyone’s attention that there’s serious momentum building in the demand for action  

towards the impact in the way we are living and is implication on global warming. Greta Thunberg, has certainly 

made her mark in voicing her thoughts and bringing about a revolution that demands change right now. 

 

Closer to home we have Extinction Rebellion, the socio-political movement with the stated aim of “using civil         

disobedience and non-violent resistance to compel government action on climate breakdown, biodiversity loss, 

and the risk of social and ecological collapse”. Quite a mission statement, but it is making it’s argument heard and 

creating awareness of why and how pollution is accumulating. 

 

With such organisations calling out loud and clear about the situation of our changing environment, a floodlight 

has been shone on, surprisingly, the Arts. This year there have been a series of protests at UK cultural institutions 

such as the British Museum, the National   Portrait Gallery and the Natural History Museum in relation to sponsorship 

deals. The Royal Shakespeare Company has come under fire due to sponsorship from BP and school climate     

activists have call on the theatre group to sever its ties with the oil company. 

 

A BP spokesman said: “BP has been supporting arts in the UK for over 50 years and our support allows the            

institutions we partner to broaden their activities and extend the reach of their productions and exhibits”. BP    

sponsors the RSC’s discounted ticket scheme for 16-25-year-olds, but the school strikers say that the sponsorship 

puts them in an impossible position – “If we, as young people, wish to see an affordable play at your theatre we 

have to help to promote a company that is actively destroying our futures by wrecking the climate,” School strike 

organisers say the RSC “needs young people far more than it needs BP”, citing that children and young people 

make up the bulk of the audiences, in particular of its hit show Matilda the Musical. 

 

Also weighing in on the debate is Culture Unstrained, a campaign group hoping to end oil sponsorship in the arts. 

A letter has been issued to the RSC stating this. In addition, it maintains “As an organisation that appears to care 

about climate breakdown, it simply makes no sense for you at the Royal Shakespeare Company to be accepting 

sponsorship from a company that is the third biggest corporate source of greenhouse gases in   history”. The mes-

sage has advanced further with artists and campaigners joining in, pressuring the art institutions to sever their ties 

with fossil fuel firms. 

   

Further support has been provided by Sir Mark Rylance, an associate artist with the RSC for 30 

years, when in June he resigned from his position. His reasons were that BP’s sponsorship deal     

allowed the company to “obscure the destructive reality of its activities”, which he said          

threatened the future of the planet. 

THE ART OF GLOBAL WARMING 

ENVIRONMENT  
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In response Catherine Mallyon, RSC Executive Director and Gregory Doran, Artistic Director, said: “We   welcome 

the conversation around this issue and will respond once we receive the letter. We recognise the importance for a 

continuing, robust and engaged debate, we acknowledge the climate  emergency and recognise the strength 

of feeling especially amongst our young people. Our work with over 500,000 students annually means their feed-

back and opinions are very important to us. This subject is very much live at the RSC with our artists, staff, board 

and our audiences and we look forward to reviewing the contents of the letter.” 

 

The oil firm’s response is one of perplexity. BP’s chief executive, Bob Dudley, has commented that the UK backlash 

against the oil company’s arts sponsorship the “oddest approach” in the climate debate. He told a Chatham 

House event that the recent spate of protests is “very curious” and “just feels odd” when there is “overwhelming 

feedback” in support of its arts funding. “The rest of the world finds this the oddest approach,” he added.     

Demonstrations have taken place and BP’s London headquarters was brought to a standstill in May after      

Greenpeace blockaded the company’s entrance, before climate protesters struck again at the company’s     

annual general meeting later in the same month.  

 

In June Greenpeace activists scaled an oil rig as it was being towed to one of BP’s North Sea projects. Dudley   

admitted he acknowledged that climate demonstrators’ anger is escalating. “Tensions are running high and we 

recognise there are real concerns being expressed about BP, and about the energy sector more broadly,” he 

said. “All this might suggest that the demonstrators’ view of the future is worlds away from BP’s. The frustration from 

my side is that we agree on much more than people realise. Like our critics, BP believes the world is not on a             

sustainable path,” he said. “In order to progress we have to talk constructively. Not broadcast our opinions at 

each other but really talk. That means taking the time to listen, understand each other’s perspective and then 

work together to find the solutions. And fast,” he said. 

 

It appears that younger generations are becoming more knowledgeable and speaking out louder about their 

future and it seems they have the support of some influential people. Let’s hope that the recent exchange of 

opinions will continue to a constructive solution for both business and art. 

Greta Thunberg doesn't mince her words, even when addressing the 

world's most powerful people in the world. "We are in the beginning 

of a mass extinction and all you can talk about is money and fairy 

tales of eternal economic growth," the Swedish climate activist told 

the United Nations General Assembly last Monday. "How dare you?" 

Speaking during the UN Climate Action Summit in New York, the        

16-year-old was visibly frustrated with her audience and at times     

appeared to be holding back tears of anger. 

 

"You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty words and yet, I'm one of the lucky ones,"         

Thunberg told the assembly, her signature long braid swept to the side. "People are suffering, people are dying." 

Thunberg's message to the leaders was clear. Like many times in the past, she accused them of not doing enough 

to mitigate climate change. "For more than 30 years, the science has been crystal clear. How dare you continue 

to look away?" 

 

Thunberg is taking a sabbatical year from school to attend conferences and meetings with policymakers and 

those impacted by climate change. Persuading her to go to America wasn't easy. Thunberg refuses to fly           

because of the high levels of emissions from air travel. When she traveled to the World Economic Forum in Davos, 

Switzerland, in January, she traveled by train. It took her 32 hours. "Adults keep saying we owe it to the young    

people to give them hope. But I don't want your hope. I want you to panic," she told the rich and powerful      

gathered in the Swiss mountain resort. In New York her speech was met with a stunned silence, then overwhelming 

applause. To get her to come to New York to address the United Nations, she was invited to sail across the Atlantic 

Ocean on a 60-foot zero-emissions yacht. She said her message to the global leaders gathered in New York is    

simple: "We are watching you." "If you chose to fail us, I say we will never forgive you," she added.  

CLIMATE ACTIVIST GRETA THUNBERG   

LASHES OUT AT WORLD LEADERS 

THE ART OF GLOBAL WARMING continued... 
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SAMUEL L JACKSON’S VOICE COMING 

TO ALEXA  
 

Samuel L. Jackson is one of the many             

celebrities who’ve lent their voices to the new 

and improved version of Amazon’s virtual    

assistant Alexa. During the company’s annual 

Amazon Device event held in Seattle,      

Washington, the tech giant announced       

numerous updates to its Alexa device, which 

included a new artificial intelligence feature 

that speaks in celebrity voices.  

 

Jackson is the first star to voice the digital        

assistant, with more big names to be unveiled 

in due course. According to Amazon,        

Jackson’s “voice pack” will allow users to 

choose whether they’d like the Hollywood 

icon to use clean or explicit language. It adds 

that Jackson will be able to tell jokes, play   

music and report on weather conditions, 

though he is unable to assist with shopping, 

lists, reminders or skills.  

 

The company has also refreshed its range of 

Echo speakers, adding a larger high-end      

version with Dolby Atmos for "3D sound".  They 

have also extended their Echo range into a 

selection of wearable tech for both humans 

and pets for the first time. The new devices   

include: 

• Echo Frames - a pair of titanium-framed 

glasses that vibrate to provide notifications, 

and have built-in microphones and           

speakers to use Alexa, but no display. 

• Echo Buds - a pair of wireless Bluetooth    

earbuds that feature noise-reduction tech, 

giving them an edge over Apple's Airpods, 

and which can activate the firm's virtual 

assistant by voice alone, unlike other    

Alexa-enabled headphones. 

• Echo Loop - a ring that features two        

microphones and a "tap-on" button, which 

allows owners to record messages and 

send them to an Echo smart speaker. 

• Fetch - a pet tracker designed to attach to 

a dog collar. 

TECHNOLOGY 

However, the healthcare professionals in these scenarios were 

not given additional patient information they would have in 

the real world which could steer their diagnosis. 

 

Prof David Spiegelhalter, the chair of the Winton centre for risk 

and evidence communication at the University of Cambridge, 

said the field was awash with poor research. 

 

“This excellent review demonstrates that the massive hype 

over AI in medicine obscures the lamentable quality of almost 

all evaluation studies,” he said. “Deep learning can be a pow-

erful and impressive technique, but clinicians and commission-

ers should be asking the crucial question: what does it actually 

add to clinical practice?” 

However, Denniston remained optimistic about the potential 

of AI in healthcare, saying such deep learning systems could 

act as a diagnostic tool and help tackle the backlog of scans 

and images. What’s more, said Liu, they could prove useful in 

places which lack experts to interpret images. 

 

Liu said it would be important to use deep learning systems in 

clinical trials to assess whether patient outcomes improved 

compared with current practices. 

 

Dr Raj Jena, an oncologist at Addenbrooke’s hospital in Cam-

bridge who was not involved in the study, said deep learning 

systems would be important in the future, but stressed they 

needed robust real-world testing. He also said it was important 

to understand why such systems sometimes make the wrong 

assessment. 

 

“If you are a deep learning algorithm, when 

you fail you can often fail in a very                 

unpredictable and spectacular way,” he said. 

AI EQUAL WITH HUMAN EXPERTS IN 

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS, STUDY FINDS  

Research suggests AI able to interpret medical images using 

deep learning algorithm. 
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Even though I was born and raised in Southern Poland, close to    

Tatra and Beskidy Mountains, with views of Babia Góra (1725m) from 

my bedroom window, I had no interest in mountaineering. A friend 

from high school worked as a part-time work as chimney sweep to 

save money for his climbing trips. He was already climbing five and 

six thousand-meter mountains and kept trying to persuade me to 

join him. I repeatedly told him that even if he paid me that money 

that he spends on those trips, I still wouldn’t go! Thus, my whole 

mountaineering experience before I reached the age of 33, was 

limited to a few trekking trips with my sisters or my wife. 

 

It all changed two years ago with the 2017 winter Nanga Parbat         

tragedy, when Polish climber Tomasz Mackiewicz died. After getting 

into difficulties, a team of elite Polish climbers - who were trying to 

achieve first winter ascent of K2 - rushed to help but their heroic  

actions only allowed themto rescue his French climbing partner   

Élisabeth Revol.  

 

Initially I was quite critical about Tomasz, thinking he shouldn’t climbing without adequate insurance but as the 

story came to light I regretted judging him and started thinking of doing something similar myself. Tomake myself  

feel better I donated money to help his family, whom had been left behind. Following the accident, I started 

reading mountaineering literature and articles about Polish climbing history and achievements. I became inspired 

and thus my mountaineering journey began.  

 

I started slowly, climbing Śleża, the closest mountain to Wroclaw (where I live now) a few times (718m). My next 

goal was to climb the highest peak in Poland, Rysy (2,499m). To do this I trained on smaller mountains like Śnieżka 

(1603m), Śnieżnik (1424m) and Beskid (2012m). Once I achieved my goal in August 2018, I wanted to do something 

bigger, like climbing the highest peak in Europe, so naturally Mont Blanc came to mind. In the end I decided to go 

for Elbrus, which is higher than Mont Blanc but technically easier and geographically still in Europe. I signed up for 

the August 2019 Elbrus expedition, having less than a year to train and prepare myself for the          

coming adventure. 

HEAR THE STORY BEHIND SENIOR APTITUDE 

CONSULTANT, KONRAD MIRONIUK, 

CLIMBED MOUNT ELBRUS 

MILLENNIUM NEWS 

“If someone had told me two years ago 

that I would climb a five-thousand-meter 

mountain, I would question their sanity. 

And yet, here I am two weeks after       

summiting Elbrus (5642m) thinking about 

my next challenge.” 
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The first step 

was to gain 

w i n t e r 

c l i m b i n g             

experience, 

as tough 

w e a t h e r 

condit ions 

are the 

m o s t        

challenging 

part  of    

Elbrus climb. 

I undertook 

a four-day 

winter mountaineering course in the Tatra mountains,        

followed by winter ascents of Śleża, Rysy, Śnieżka, 

Śnieżnik and Beskid. My final test was climbing Breithorn 

(4,164m) in the Pennine Alps a month before Elbrus, to 

see how my body coped at high altitudes (which    

luckily turned out ok due to my high lung capacity). I 

also worked on my fitness, training four times a week. I 

finished my preparation two weeks before the trip,   

falling off a bicycle whilst cardio training but              

fortunately avoided major injury! 

 

My Elbrus Expedition took place between 16th and 26th 

of August, just a few weeks before the due date of my 

wife and I’s second child. The Elbrus climb was          

assuming gradual acclimatization, so once we 

reached Azau in Russia, the first 3 nights were spent at 

the hotel at 2,300m, undertaking trekking trips up to 

3,500m. On day four, we took a cable car to reach 

base camp at 3,700m, where we stayed until the     

summit climb 

.  

The base camp is known as the huts, which is more 

comfortable than staying in tents as it is more spacious, 

and we were unaffected by the wind and low        

temperatures. The next day we made the most            

important acclimatization climb to 5,000m, which was 

tiring for everybody. Unfortunately, my friend who 

joined me for the expedition injured a knee during that 

climb and was unable to continue. 

 

The following day was a rest day, allowing everybody 

to recover to reach the summit the following day. We 

were constantly checking the weather forecast which 

looked good - clear sky with slow wind 10-20km/h and 

temperature around -10 degrees Celsius. However, in 

the high mountains the forecasts aren’t always         

accurate and we faced low visibility (around 10m), 40-

50km/h wind and temperature of -30 Celsius. 

 

The summit climb began at 1.00 a.m. so we had to use 

headlamps. We took a snowcat ride to where we 

trekked the day before, starting at 5,000m. Problems 

started to arise as we approached the Elbrus Saddle 

(5416m), where many of the team started to                

deteriorate. Two turned back, and several others had 

serious doubts but continuing with the climb.  

 

I choose Elbrus because it is relatively easy to climb  

with the main difficulties being the weather and       

altitude. Besides that, the most difficult part was the 

steep ground with the final part of the climb from the 

Saddle requiring us to climb using ropes, which made 

me realize that Elbrus is more difficult than it appears 

on YouTube!  

 

Eventually at 6:30 a.m. in poor weather conditions, the 

group of 17 climbers and 6 guides reached the summit. 

I felt physically good and had strength left but noticed 

that almost everybody above 5,500m had breathing 

problems.  

  

Reaching the summit was a great feeling having ac-

complished my goals and I thought about my family 

and became emotional. On the descent our guides 

advised other climbers to turn back as the weather 

was deteriorating. Over the course of the week, few 

people successfully reached the summit because of 

the bad weather. On our way down three of our group 

became ill and needed to be assisted by the guides. 

At one point it looked serious with three people unable 

to walk. It seemed likely that helicopter rescue would  

be required but the guides managed to get them 

back on their feet  after feeding them and giving them 

a hot tea. Eventually all three made it down supported 

by the guides.  

 

The remaining team had to wait 40 minutes before the 

guides managed to contain the situation as climbing 

down without the guide is strictly forbidden. We were 

exposed to the cold but  by 10.00 a.m. we were back 

at 5,000m. Elbrus is considered to be an easy         

mountain to climb, but I am proud of this achievement.  

 

By comparison, Andrzej Bargiel (who attended the 

same high school as me), is the current record holder 

of the Elbrus “Extreme Route” Race, starting at 2,400m. 

In 2010 it took him only 3 hours and 23 minutes, beating 

the previous record, held for almost 20 years by the 

legendary climber Denis Urubko (who also took part in 

the rescue mission for Tomasz Mackiewicz). For us, it 

took 5 days or if we only count climbing time around 17 

hours. 

  

I was fortunate to reach home in time for the birth of 

my son, who was born on 30th of August. I’m now       

enjoying being back with my wife, daughter and newly 

born son and already planning the next challenge 

which will be Mount Kilimanjaro in east Africa which is 

250m higher than Elbrus. With proper preparation my 

goal is to climb Aconcagua in 2-3 years, which is        

considered to be one of the easiest seven thousand-

metre mountains. 
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Friday 13th September 2019 

Westerham Golf Club, Kent 

 

It was a sun-filled September day in Westerham when 

the Millennium “Raising Futures Kenya” golf day took 

place. The event was well supported by the payers 

and special guest, former World Light heavyweight 

Boxing Champion John Conteh, accompanied by his 

son James, adding sporting pedigree, physical      

presence and golfing prowess. 

 

There were prizes aplenty with the European team 

once more emerging victorious in the Stableford  

overall team event. Other winners included William Hill 

- led by Steve Gant - who won the 4 ball Stableford 

prize. The individual scratch score prize was won by 

Joe Jezzard of Osella Technology with a score of 75, 

closely followed by Colin Stansbury of Avalara with 76. The longest drive was won by Jono Rawlings from Arthur J 

Gallagher, with Joe Jezzard also winning the nearest the flag prize. 

 

Following the golf and post round dinner, a short presentation was provided by Andy King, Board of Trustees Chair 

at Raising Futures Kenya, who shared news from around how the funds raised at the 2018 golf event were put to 

good use. Tales of children helped and their subsequent journeys brought to life the tangible outcome arising from 

the funds previously raised. Overall the golf day raised £2,000 on the day, a sum which will be put to good use by 

the Raising Futures Kenya team. 

 

Millennium Consulting CEO Phil Keet expressed his thanks to the corporate sponsors, including Avalara, Bang and 

Olufsen and Arbonne International as well as John Conteh and the players who took part. Phil will be visiting    

Kenya in 2020 to gain first-hand insight into the work being carried out on the ground by Raising Futures Kenya and 

will provide an update for the players taking part at the 2020 event. 

 

If you are interested in taking part in 2020 then please refer to our events page (www.millenniumconsulting.co.uk/

event) for information. Rumour has it that the event may be taking place at the illustrious Sunningdale course. 

MILLENNIUM CONSULTING’S      

RAISING FUTURES KENYA GOLF DAY 

From left to right, John Conteh (ex world light heavyweight champion), 

Jon Durrant, James Conteh and scratch winner Joe Jezzard.  
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Thomas Cook’s collapse is being blamed on a myriad of 

issues, including the internet revolution and even Brexit, 

but the British public is still going on holiday. So why did 

we stop Thomas Cook-ing it? 

 

It's been a long journey for travel firm Thomas Cook 

since its creation in rural Leicestershire during the early 

Victorian era. Founded in Market Harborough in 1841 by 

businessman Thomas Cook, the fledgling company     

organised railway outings for members of the local          

temperance movement. 178 years later, it had grown to 

a huge global travel group, with annual sales of £9bn, 

19 million customers a year and 22,000 staff operating in 

16 countries. 

 

Thomas Cook had a chequered history, including being 

nationalised in 1948 when it became part of the       

state-owned British Railways and owning the raucous Club 18-30 youth brand, which it recently closed after failing 

to find a buyer. However, just as the travel world had progressed from temperance day trips, so the  modern    

business and leisure market was also changing, and at a far faster pace than in previous decades. 

 

The travel agency chain has struggled for some time thanks to the changing holiday market and even worries 

about Brexit, but it was a last-minute demand for an extra £200m that finally pushed it over the edge. As a        

business Thomas Cook had been grappling to control its rising debts which had risen to £1.25bn at the firm's most 

recent half-year results. The figures were far worse than the £886m debt recorded 12 months earlier. While the   

travel giant's debts rose the company also struggled to make a profit and made a £1.4bn loss during the first half 

of the year. 

 

A large proportion of the loss related by Thomas Cook's decision to write-off the value of My Travel, which the 

company merged with in 2007. The failure of my travel led to a £1.1bn loss being wiped from Thomas Cook's 

books.  The difficulties at the travel company have been going on over summer with Thomas Cook's senior man-

agement team bemoaning poor bookings over the summer. The declining sales was largely blamed on the heat-

wave experienced in the UK, which deterred travelers from going abroad. As well as weather issues, and stiff com-

petition from online travel agents and low-cost airlines, there were other disruptive factors, including political un-

rest around the world. In addition, many holidaymakers had become used to putting together their own holidays 

and not using travel agents. 

 

CEO Peter Fankhauser said: “The first 6 months of the year have been characterised by an uncertain consumer 

environment across all our markets. The prolonged heatwave last summer and high prices in the Canaries          

reduced customer demand for winter sun, particularly in the Nordic region, while there is now little 

doubt that the Brexit process has led many UK customers to delay their holiday plans for this      

summer." 

THE STORY BEHIND THE THOMAS COOK COLLAPSE 

ECONOMY  
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Wages are flatlining due to companies scrapping mid-tier     

positions, replacing them with algorithms and cheap offshore 

labour, according to a new report. Recruitment specialist Hays 

found that with jobs like paralegal work and administration, 

new technology is making these roles redundant, leaving over

-qualified professionals working in  lower-tier positions instead. 

This in turn is pushing those in lower-skilled jobs                        

into underemployment (part-time work), leading to lower 

wages overall. 

 

Hays Chief Executive Alistair Cox, suggested this could be why 

there has been record employment levels and wage          

stagnation going hand in hand. He stated that “By and large, 

workers are drifting down the skill chain and moving into the 

sorts of jobs that they are overqualified for. That’s putting    

pressure on people with lower level skills. We are seeing policy 

makers and economists starting to wonder, ‘Hmm. Wage    

stagnation has gone on for a long time; skills shortages have 

been around for a long time. Why hasn’t that moved?’” 
 

Research found that the Asia-Pacific region is particularly    

striking with the wage gap between low-skilled and             

high-skilled workers higher than other areas. In North America 

there is the biggest gap between sought-after skills and those 

able to fill roles – leading to higher levels of underemployment. 

But Mr Cox said the UK is “actually one of the world’s worst for 

skills mismatching. For the last three years, businesses have 

been pretty cautious for hiring... Investment is not being made 

and businesses are crying out for  certainty.” 

 

The report also suggested that the rise of automation could 

also impact women-dominated professions, especially retail, 

with huge numbers of jobs going and not being replaced, as 

warehouses become more automated and self-service 

checkouts replace manned ones. To combat wage            

stagnation, Mr Cox said companies must invest more in      

training, even if staff subsequently leave. He explained: “The 

sorts of roles we are filling today as a recruiter, particularly in 

the technology space – those titles did not exist three years 

ago. We need to create a society where it’s perfectly normal 

that you will continue upskilling throughout your career.” 

 

Part of the issue is the mismatch between boardrooms, where 

many of those in positions of power have gone a traditional 

route of working for one company for several years, climbing 

through the ranks, while millennials are more interested in a 

variety of different jobs, according to Mr Cox. “They 

[millennials] are interested in money, but they’re much more 

interested in the variety and type of work. They are much 

more willing to do a portfolio of jobs... Locking people into a 

particular job doesn’t wash in today’s world.” 

The hole in the Thomas Cook's finances did not 

go unnoticed and behind the scenes senior 

management have been working to strike a 

number of deals to source other funds to keep 

the business running. 

 

The troubled operator hoped to seal a rescue 

led by Fosun. Under the deal it would agree to 

sell its tour operation business to the               

conglomerate, Thomas Cook's biggest investor, 

for hundreds of millions. 

 

As part of the rescue package Fosun injected 

£450m, into the business for a 75% stake in its 

tour division and 25% of its airline. The rescue 

deal also saw Thomas Cook's banks and           

bondholders provide a further £450m for the   

remaining stake in its airline and tour divisions.  

 

The last 2 weeks saw the situation worsen for the 

178-year-old company as it was revealed that 

the company still needed to find an additional 

£200m to weather the storm and the firm's man-

agement were forced into a last minute race to 

find a new investor, which it was unable to do. 

The company's boss, Peter Fankhauser, said the 

firm had "worked exhaustively" to salvage the 

rescue package and it was "deeply distressing" 

that it could not be saved. 

 

In a message to shareholders Thomas Cook said 

that it had been in talks with many of its key 

stakeholders to try and raise funds but ultimately 

the negotiations broke down. The  collapse of 

the company has become a political issue with 

Labour blaming the Tory Government for failing 

to bailout Thomas Cook, a move that could 

have saved thousands of jobs. 

 

Prime Minister Boris Johnson admitted that 

Thomas Cook had appealed to the                   

Government for a bailout. However, Mr        

Johnson declined to rescue the firm using tax-

payer money claiming it would have created a 

"moral hazard" for businesses. Mr Johnson said 

that Thomas Cook had requested around 

£150m of taxpayer money, although some   

ministers claim the figure was closer to £250m. 

After the immediate repatriation and staff  

problems have been resolved, one question 

remains: will Thomas Cook live on in some form? 

The obvious buyer would be Fosun, the Chinese 

conglomerate that was the British company's 

largest shareholder. But they, 

and other buyers, may          

conclude the messy nature of 

the collapse may have  blighted 

the brand irretrievably. 

THE STORY BEHIND THE        

THOMAS COOK TO COLLAPSE    

continued... 

WAGES REMAIN STAGNANT AS ROBOTS 

TAKE ON MORE SKILLED JOBS 
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Bespoke Recruitment Solutions since 1995 

When engaging a recruitment partner to help you secure the next generation of leaders for 

your organisation, it pays to work with a company that has the experience, market knowledge 

and contacts to make the process stress free, efficient and timely. 

That explains why many of the world’s leading commercial organisations rely upon Millennium          

Consulting to support them with their finance, regulatory and technology recruitment needs. 

Practical market knowledge and prior industry experience provides us with an understanding 

of prevailing market conditions and the specific skill sets needed by our clients. 

Our market reputation has been built by providing a high quality, consultative and confidential 

service to the clients and candidates we represent. 

 

Actuarial Software 

Accounting & ERP Software 

Data Management 

Data Warehousing 

ETL 

Rules Engines 

Primary               

Technologies 
 

Enterprise Architects 

Data Scientists 

Program Managers 

Project Managers 

Business Analysts 

Developers 

Key               

Roles 

For further information please contact Brendan Shaw, Head of Recruitment on                                

+44(0)1303 263 517 or by email at brendan.shaw@millenniumconsulting.co.uk 
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Millennium Consulting 

 

Eight Private Members Club, Bank, London, United Kingdom.  

Register at www.millenniumconsulting.co.uk/ifrs-17-update-forum  

This October Millennium Consulting is hosting a “bite size” webinar outlining the new features of 

Infor BI Q&A 11, delivered by Albert Bouma, the leading authority on the use and deployment 

of SunSystems and related software applications.  

 

Register at www.millenniumconsulting.co.uk/sunsystems-q-and-a-webinar   

SunSystems Infor BI Q&A 11 Webinar 

12.00-12.30 p.m. Thursday 24th October 2019 

For a full list of our upcoming events visit 

www.millenniumconsulting.co.ujk/events 

IFRS 17 Progress Update Forum 

2.00-6.00 p.m. Thursday 5th November 2019 

https://www.millenniumconsulting.co.uk/ifrs-17-update-forum/4594675448
https://www.millenniumconsulting.co.uk/sunsystems-q-and-a-webinar/4594717967

